
CULT BEAUTY BRAND BLISS LANDS AT SENSASIA URBAN SPA  
– FLOATING IN WITH SUPER OXYGENATING FACIALS,  
GLOBALLY-DEMANDED PRODUCTS, AND FAT GIRL SLIM

SensAsia Urban Spa is all set to create “a higher state of happy” for clients this season, as globally-lauded 
brand Bliss becomes the latest addition to its already-thriving portfolio of facials and body treatments.

The New York-born beauty institution turned a formerly ‘stuffy’ spa culture on its head back in 1996, set 
on making skincare and pampering far more fun, personal and accessible. And, as SensAsia celebrates 12 
years of pampering the UAE – and an unmatched knowledge of how men and women want to look and, 
most importantly, feel within this region – there isn't a more fitting time to welcome Bliss across the spas.

SensAsia introduces two Bliss facials and two Bliss body treatments for September, along with the product 
line, which slot perfectly within its already extensive and much-loved menu. The excitement begins with the 
completely customisable, Bliss Fabulous Facial, which includes an expertly-performed cleansing, exfoliating  

and pore-refining ritual, targeting problem areas and leaving skin fresh, bright and squeaky clean. 

The Bliss Instant Radiance Oxygene Facial is, put simply, a breath of fresh air for the face! This complexion-
reviving and detoxifying treatment combines a resurfacing peel, oxygen wrap and the famed Bliss Triple 
Oxygen Cream, to noticeably smooth and illuminate after just one treatment. Bliss Head to Glow is about 

top-to-toe revitalisation. Combining a Bliss Instant Radiance Oxygene Facial, warm full-body wrap of herbal 
essential oils, scalp and foot massage, this in an hour-long journey to soft, refreshed and visibly uplifted skin. 

The perfect partner to your workout regime, Bliss Fat Girl Slim is a world-renowned – and consistently sold 
out – product and programme. The super-toning and circulation-stimulating body treatment targets stubborn 
fat deposits and cellulite, creating smoother, softer and tighter skin. The process starts with all-important dry 
brushing, before the application of firming grapefruit essential oil, a trouble-spot-targeting and rubberising 

seaweed mask and a heated wrap to increase blood flow and flush out toxins. The final touch is the application 
of the most globally-demanded Bliss products, Love Handler and Fatgirlslim (winner of the Beauty Choice 

Award for Best New Beauty Product in 2014). These cult status and market-leading creams incorporate the 
energising and extended energy-release capabilities of caffeine, to diminish dimples where they appear most. 

Prices, descriptions and a September offer for Bliss treatments at SensAsia follow overleaf.
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BLISS AT SENSASIA: PRODUCTS
 To complement the vibrant new treatments, SensAsia is also stocking Bliss products across all spa locations. 

From rich, paraben-free body butters – in delectable blood orange and white pepper and lemon and sage 
varieties – through to the tongue-in-cheek, body tightening Fatgirlslim programme, SensAsia is excited to  

be adding the Bliss range to the diverse, and specially-selected brands in its spa boutiques from September. 

Examples of Bliss products and prices at SensAsia are Bliss Paraben-Free Body Butter (134dhs); Fatgirlslim 
Skin Firming Cream (148dhs); Fatgirlsixpack Tummy Toning Gel (200dhs); Bliss Triple-Oxygen Instant 

Energising Eye Gel (231dhs) and Bliss That’s Incredi-’peel!’ Glycolic Resurfacing Pads (226dhs). 

EDITORʻS NOTES: For more information, online bookings and purchases, location and contact details 
for each SensAsia Urban Spa and a full treatment menu, visit www.sensasiaspas.com

PRESS IMAGES: A full selection of high resolution images can be downloaded via the link below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zwbaqzx3xaqwsro/AADMQAjejSj2WxE8Z8xPG963a?dl=0

PRESS CONTACT: For more press information on all aspects of SensAsia Urban Spas, plus images, review 
and interview opportunities, contact Sarah Walker-Dufton at Media Maven. 
Email: sarah@mediamavenuae.com or call +971 56 609 3878

About SensAsia Urban Spa:
SensAsia Urban Spa is the largest independent spa chain in the UAE, which celebrates a sparkling 12 years of providing 
unique pamper havens to the masses of spa-ites in the Middle East in 2016. With its uber-chic day spa locations, located in
premium city spots, SensAsia offers a sensory journey through blissfully indulgent experiences – stemming from Balinese 
grace, Japanese elegance and Thai tradition. It all began with The Village, Jumeirah, where founder Salina Handa created 
the ultimate sanctuary for health and wellness-savvy ‘Jumeirah Janes’ back in 2004. The SensAsia family then spread to 
Emirates Golf Club and Palm Jumeirah, and most recently the Downtown Dubai hub of Souk Al Manzil.
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BLISS AT SENSASIA: TREATMENTS
BLISS FABULOUS FACIAL – 60 minutes / 450dhs*
Customisable and complexion-perfecting. This expertly-performed cleansing, exfoliating and pore-
refining ritual targets individual problem areas and leaves skin fresh, bright and squeaky clean.

BLISS INSTANT RADIANCE OXYGENE FACIAL – 60 minutes / 480dhs*  
A breath of fresh air for the face! This complexion-reviving and detoxifying treatment combines a 
resurfacing peel, oxygen wrap and Bliss Triple Oxygen Cream, to noticeably smooth and illuminate.

BLISS HEAD TO GLOW BODY – 60 minutes / 600dhs
Combining the Bliss Instant Radiance Oxygene Facial, warm full-body wrap of herbal essential oils  
and scalp and foot massage, this is a top-to-toe journey to soft, refreshed and visibly uplifted skin.

BLISS FAT GIRL SLIM – 60 minutes / 450dhs
A super-toning and circulation-stimulating body treatment to target stubborn fat and cellulite, creating 
smoother, softer and tighter skin. Incorporates famed Bliss products Love Handler and Fatgirlslim.

*SensAsia is offering both Bliss facials at a launch price of 399dhs, plus 20% off any Bliss products 
purchased on the day of the treatment, when booked before September 15. 


